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FOREWORD

Elite RIAs Deliver More Comprehensive Financial Support
Financial advisors have traditionally spent most of their time and energy on

• Provide greater influence on clients designed to help keep them

approach is shifting with Elite RIAs responding to clients’ expectations for a

• Uncover hidden needs and help clients address them.

activities related to helping clients invest their money. But this traditional

high level of support and guidance by expanding their offerings to include more
holistic financial planning services. They find offering comprehensive services
can be highly beneficial both to their clients and to their bottom lines.

The latest Elite RIA Study shows that Elite RIAs tend to offer a broader array
of services and focus on delivering overall financial wellness for 90% of

their clients on average. This approach helps to create a virtuous circle that

attracts even more wealthy clients. The study also uncovers an unmet need for
banking services from advisors. While advisors say that 40% of their clients
have requested banking services in the past, only 20% offer them. Demand

for banking services grows as RIAs bring on larger clients and more assets. At
the largest firms (over $500 million in AUM), 57% have been asked for banking
services but only 21% offer them.

This trend should be welcome news for RIAs who are looking to grow their firms
but facing headwinds from factors like increased competition, fee compression
and the rise of robo-advisors. It offers advisors opportunities to:

• Differentiate themselves from competitors who are more narrowly focused.
• Increase revenue and share of wallet by cross-selling additional products
and services.
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on track to achieve their financial goals.

• Offer better, more comprehensive guidance.

• Boost client retention by becoming more indispensable as the
center of the client’s wealth management team.

To stay competitive in today’s industry, RIAs are under more pressure to

do more for their clients. Becoming a holistic financial advisor could help
you boost client satisfaction and referrals, grow your firm, and fend off

competition from both human and robo-advisors. Now may be the time to give
some careful thought to whether this would be a wise strategy for your firm.
If you’re considering the decision on whether to expand your offering

to keep pace with industry trends and deliver the best service to your

clients, consider a partner who meaningfully contributes to your success.
Axos Advisor Services provides access to banking products, innovative

technology, and relationship-based service to help position you to deliver
holistic experiences that meet your clients’ needs. We are committed to

supporting your success as an independent RIA and helping you respond
appropriately to industry trends.

An Introduction to Elite RIAs
Gathering information on the characteristics of high-performing registered

investment advisory firms has been the objective of this series of IN Research
studies for many years. From the beginning, the data show that a small group
of firms has structured themselves to outperform the others in assets under
management (AUM), growth and profitability. These leading firms have come
to be known as Elite RIAs.

This year again, in partnership with Axos Advisory Services, we identify the

characteristics that make these Elite RIA firms stand out. This study, based on the
results of a new survey, illustrates the practices that drive Elite RIA firms’ success
and suggests how other firms can adopt those successful practices to improve
their own performance.

Defining Elite Firms

Consistent with the definition used in previous studies, IN Research labels as Elite
RIAs those firms with at least $250 million in AUM. Such firms also must score in

the 50th percentile of firms surveyed on the basis of productivity, measured both

by revenue per advisory professional and revenue per staff member. For purposes
of the study, professionals are defined as advisors and firm managers or partners.
Fewer than 25% of the firms participating in the IN Research survey have been
classified as Elite.

All data were collected in 2021. For more about the methodology of this survey,
see page 10.
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Elite RIAs: What Makes Them Different

Elite RIA firms are larger
than their counterparts
as measured by several
yardsticks.

Size: Larger by all measures

By definition, Elite RIA firms are larger than their counterparts as measured by

several yardsticks. Looking at headcount alone, Elite firms have 12 employees
and six professionals at the median versus the four employees and two

professionals at other firms. But “more” or “larger” isn’t the right defining word.
That word is “different.” What sets Elite RIAs apart is their productivity and

ability to scale so that their twice-as-large headcounts generate nearly five

times the assets under management and four times the revenue of other firms.

At Elite RIA firms, median revenue was $4.4 million in 2020 and a projected

On the key yardstick of AUM, for example, the median Elite RIA firm managed

respectively, for all other firms.

$550 million in assets at the end of 2020 and a projected $670 million at the

end of 2021. That compares with median AUM of $120 million and $139 million,
respectively, for all other firms.

$5.4 million in 2021, compared with median revenue of $750,000 and $915,000,

And the way they manage their headcount, larger by a factor of two over other

firms, allows Elite RIAs to serve 2.8 times the number of clients — 563 versus the
200 served by others, at the median.

Elite Criteria- RIA-affiliated firms with at least $250 million in assets under management (AUM) that scored in the 50th percentile of both firm productivity (revenue per
professional (which includes partners and advisers) and revenue per staff (total firm headcount)). All data collected as of year-end 2020.

#
of
Employees

#
of
Professionals

#
of
Clients*

AUM
(12/31/20)

Projected
AUM
(12/31/21)

Total
2020
Revenue

Projected
2021
Revenue

Avg. Annual
Growth rate
(2018-2020)

All others
Median

4

2

200

$120M

$139M

$750K

$915K

10.0%

Elite RIAs
Median

12

6

563

$550M

$670M

$4.4M

$5.4M

10.6%

*household or institutions served (12/31/19)
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Staffing: Teams, specialization are hallmarks

In addition to the use of teams, staffing at Elite RIA firms is characterized by

Most times it is firm-centric, an approach that translates into a staffing structure in

RIAs tend to create defined, specialized job functions and employ specialized

A key differentiator of Elite RIA firms is the way they approach client relationships.

specialization of personnel. To a degree much greater than at other firms, Elite

which clients are served by a team rather than an individual advisor.

personnel to fill those jobs.

Unlike firms generally, where 46% of clients are assigned to an individual advisor,
only 22% of clients at Elite RIAs are served that way. Instead, Elite firms assign a
team of advisors and support staff to each client (at 35% of firms) or to multiple

advisors and staff based on specific needs (37%). By contrast, just 28% of clients
at non-Elite firms are assigned to an advisor/support staff team, while 19% are
assigned to multiple advisors/staff based on specific needs.

The extensive use of teams at Elite RIA firms ties clients closer to the firm than to a
single advisor and enhances the firm’s brand by supporting a consistent, processdriven service-delivery model that can be replicated and scaled even as advisers
transition in and out of the business.

22%

ELITES
37%

Multiple advisers
and staff may support
based on specific needs

A team of
advisers and
support staff
assigned to

each

58%

Operations

41%

Investments
Executive management

25%

Marketing

24%
23%

Human Resources

19%

OTHERS 46%

28%
A team of advisers and
support staff assigned
to each

Business Development

Individual
advisers
assigned to
each

17%
9%

27%

24%

80%
71%
69%

43%

Technology

Multiple advisers and
staff may support based
on specific needs

35%

Client Services

Compliance

Elites more likely to use a team structure
Individual advisers
assigned to each

Employment of specialist roles

39%
35%
33%

Elite RIAs
All Others

24%
21%

For example, eight in ten Elite RIA firms have specialized client service staff, as
compared with just over half (58%) of other firms. For operations, 71% of Elite

firms have dedicated staff, as opposed to just 41% of other firms. And indicative
of their size and their more corporate-like approach to organizing work, 39% of

Elite RIA firms have dedicated executive management positions (versus 25% of
other firms) while 24% employ human resources specialists (versus just 9% at
advisory firms generally).
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The specialized approach extends to investment management, where 69% of Elite
firms employ specialized personnel, versus 43% at other firms. Perhaps because
of this specialization, 62% of Elite firms use dedicated in-house staff to manage

co-mingled pools or model portfolios across their client base. Only 38% of other

firms approach asset management that way. Similarly, just 2% of Elite RIAs use an
external party to set investment policy, handle portfolio design or create an asset

allocation strategy, and only 13% outsource investment management. In contrast,
15% of other firms use those outside resources to set investment policy and

Client types served by firms

Households with $500,000 to $1
million in investable assets

Client Service: A holistic approach for wealthier clients

Households with $1 million to $5
million in investable assets

($1 million to $5 million in investable assets) is not much different from advisory
firms generally — 94% compared with 88% — Elite firms far exceed others in

dealing with the truly wealthy. For example, 92% of Elite RIA firms serve client

households with between $5 million and $10 million in investable assets, versus

62% of firms generally. More than three-quarters (78%) of Elites serve households
with $10 million to $30 million versus just a third (33%) of other firms, and almost
half (46%) of Elite RIAs count households with more than $30 million investable

65%
72%

Households with $250,000 to
$500,000 in investable assets

design, while 23% outsource some or all of the investment management function.

While the percentage of Elite RIA firms serving “millionaire next-door” households

62%

Households with less than $250,000
in investable assets

79%
86%

89%
94%

88%

Households with $5 million to $10
million in investable assets
Households with $10 million to $30
million in investable assets
Households with $30 million or more
in investable assets

92%

62%
78%

33%

15%

46%

Elite RIAs
All Others

assets as clients as compared with just 15% of other firms.

For those wealthier clients, Elite firms offer a broader array of services. To a

The specialized approach extends
to investment management,
where 69% of Elite firms employ
specialized personnel, versus
43% at other firms.

greater degree than firms generally, Elite RIAs provide cash-flow planning (94% vs.

82%), estate planning (89%/76%), major purchase consulting (87%/66%), personal
or business banking (72%/62%) and property and casualty insurance planning
(40%/29%).
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Services offered by firms
98%
98%

Investment management

98%
97%

Retirement planning

96%
93%

Education/college planning

94%
91%

Comprehensive financial plan development
Cash-flow planning

82%

Charitable giving planning

82%

Estate planning

76%

Major purchase consulting

66%

Banking (personal or business)
Employee benefits planning
38%
40%

Trust services
Property and casualty insurance planning

29%

Business owner services
Lending (personal)
Lending (business)

21%
20%
14%

89%
89%

87%

While only about 20% of advisory firms offer personal

and business banking services, and only about 16% of
firms currently offer personal lending services, many
more firms — 40% — have fielded requests for such

services from clients, especially the largest firms with
the most affluent clients.

Since many affluent clients are principals of

a business, in many cases their personal and

business lives blend, with their advisor serving to

72%

maximize the financial aspects of both parts of

their lives. In their competition with trust banks and
the wealth management units of large commercial
and investment banks, RIAs are likely to see client

40%

23%
26%

Income tax preparation

55%
54%

62%

94%

BANKING AND LENDING AS
AREAS OF RIA OPPORTUNITY

demand for banking services grow. They also may
Elite RIAs
All Others

23%

find that banking and lending services are a useful

and relatively easy-to-add component to their current
service offering.

15%
12%

As a result of developing a broad array of services, Elite RIA firms say they focus on delivering overall
financial wellness — not just investment management — for 90% of their clients. At other firms,

only 70% of clients typically receive this holistic approach. Tax planning and estate planning are the

two most important components of a holistic offering, say the Elites, with 38% saying each of those

components was extremely important 34% saying they were very important. Other important areas
of focus for holistic firms were account aggregation and budgeting.
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Pricing: A step ahead

As they mull future opportunities, Elite RIAs are more successful than other firms

compensation arrangements. Currently, asset-based fees account for

from the firm’s business development efforts, compared with 16% at other firms,

Elite RIA firms have consistently led their peers in moving to fee-based
86% of Elite firm revenue, with 5% coming from commissions (typically

a residual from earlier business) and 9% from other forms of compensation. Over

the next three years, Elites see asset-based and “other” compensation growing by

in attracting new clients in the present. At Elite firms, 19% of new business comes
while 15% comes from centers of influence, versus 13% from those sources at
other firms.

1%, respectively, while commission revenue declines by 1%.

Views on the current business environment

At other firms, in contrast, asset-based fees account for 72% of revenue,

a sense of being on the right path. When asked what factors will

commissions for 13% and other sources 15%. In three years, these other firms

For Elite RIA firms, successful growth no doubt has contributed to
contribute most to their future success, Elite firms chose those in

forecast that asset-based revenue will account for 74% of revenue, commission

which they already excel and over which they have control: client retention (30%),

two percentage points to 17% of the mix.

targeting (27%), efficient and effective business workflows and operations (26%)

revenue will decline and account for 9% the total, while other sources increase by

Elite firms believe that their expansive service offerings and high levels of

customer satisfaction support their fee structure and, if anything, may lead them
to raise fees in the future.

Business development: More options

Because they are larger, with greater revenue and profits than other

firms as well as a deeper level of staffing, Elite RIAs enjoy growth and
business expansion opportunities that smaller firms do not. More

than one-third (37%) say they are considering acquiring another advisory firm,

versus 21% of other firms. Almost one-quarter (24%) are considering opening

an office or branch in a new region, versus 11% of other firms. And 17% say they
would consider a merger with a strategic partner, as compared with just 8% of
other firms that might consider such a move.

growth in fee-based business and services to clients (28%), client acquisition and
and having the right employees in the right roles (25%).

The factors that they feel would most hinder their success include those over

which they have little or no control — the performance of the economy, markets

and investments, cited by 40% of firms, and increased remote working, probably
as a result of possible new pandemic restrictions, cited by 28% of firms.

When noting how the pandemic has changed their firms over 2021, Elite RIAs

appeared more responsive than other firms in adapting to the new environment.

More than half, 51%, of Elite RIAs said that the pandemic had caused them to make
changes to their technology or service offerings, as opposed to 43% of other

firms. Even more dramatic, 82% said the pandemic led clients to request a more

digital experience than was the case before Covid, such as scheduling Zoom calls

in place of in-person meetings. At other firms, a substantially lower 61% noted the
same shift in client preferences.
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Lessons from the Elite

Provide holistic service

Experience has shown that there are many paths to success

businesses, but Elite firms offer a wide range of services

in the RIA business. Regardless of the paths they have

chosen, however, Elite RIA firms share many characteristics
that other firms may find worthy of consideration. The
following are a few to consider:

Create teams and areas of specialization

Most advisors start out as solo practitioners and typically
start firms with other advisors. But firms that essentially

Investment management may be the core of most advisory
that their more affluent clients increasingly demand.
As investment management becomes increasingly

commoditized, advisory firms that emulate Elite RIAs and

offer financial planning, tax planning, banking and a variety

of other services are in a better position to attract and retain
more affluent clients. Those firms also are better able to

maintain their margins by not having to compete on price.

remain assemblies of solo advisors usually do not grow to

Pursue inorganic, as well as organic, growth

next level invariably requires adopting a team approach

is a successful way to supplement organic growth. Their

the level of size and profitability of Elite firms. Going to the
in which no one individual owns a client relationship but
rather becomes part of a specialized team providing a

range of services to clients. This change involves shifts
in firm workflows that create standardized procedures
and processes, which often are automated, as well

as a willingness on the part of the firm to add staff for

specialized functions such as operations, investments,
marketing and technology.

Elite RIAs find that acquiring businesses and practices

team-based organizational structure and process-oriented
service-delivery system allows them to fold in clients and

advisors more easily than other firms. For firms looking to

emulate the Elites, finding a suitable merger or acquisition
possibility can be a way to increase firm size and facilitate

a transition to a team approach. That approach, Elite firms

find, also creates a virtuous circle for organic growth in which
satisfied clients and centers of influence are more likely to
provide referrals because they see tangible evidence of
expertise and experience high levels of service.

Methodology

About Axos Advisor Services

to an IN Research list of more than 60,000 recipients between September

RIA firms with the individualized attention, intuitive technology, and

An online survey was distributed via Qualtrics, an online survey platform,
10, 2021 and November 5, 2021. Responses from 406 recipients were

collected, and a final qualified sample of 205 registered investment advisors
was chosen. Of those, respondents from the various advisory channels

were as follows: independent registered investment advisory firms, 47%;

independent broker-dealers, 26%; hybrid/dually registered advisors, 20%;
wirehouses, regional brokerage firms and insurance companies, 7%.

About IN Research

The mission of IN Research is to provide advisory firms with the industry’s
most comprehensive and informative practice management resources,

benchmarking reports and targeted research studies. Our benchmarking
studies and tools are a leading source of strategic intelligence for the

industry’s top advisory firms, custodians, broker-dealers, consultants

and professional organizations. IN Research is a dedicated business unit
of InvestmentNews, launched in 2009 with the acquisition of the former

Axos Advisor Services is a custodian with a singular goal: to provide
knowledgeable consulting support they need to take their business
to the next level and beyond. We are committed to knowing and

having personal relationships with our RIA clients and to providing
outstanding support to firms of every size. We focus on delivering
flexible solutions, responsive service, innovative technology, and

competitive pricing. Our experienced team provides relationshipbased service, getting to know each RIA business intimately to
provide the support they need to succeed.
DISCLAIMERS

Investment Products: Not FDIC Insured - No Bank Guarantee - May Lose Value.
Axos Advisor Services is a trademark of Axos Clearing LLC. Axos Clearing LLC
provides back-office services for registered investment advisers. Neither Axos
Advisor Services nor Axos Clearing LLC provides investment advice or make
investment recommendations in any capacity.
Securities products are offered by Axos Clearing LLC, Member FINRA & SIPC.

Moss Adams benchmarking studies. The business has grown to offer

INResearch and Axos Advisor Services are separate and unaffiliated companies.

dedicated research webcasts, national and regional workshops and

Axos Clearing, LLC does not provide legal, accounting, or tax advice. Always consult
your own legal, accounting, and tax advisors.

a subscription-based research dashboard, custom research services,
in-person presentations.

For more information about IN Research’s benchmarking and custom

research, please contact Devin McGinley at dmcginley@investmentnews.com
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